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The magnitude of the intrinsic orbital angular momentum in the ABM ground ~tate was discussed by one of us.ll This problem is still controversial. However it has turned out that the basic point at issue is the structure of the BCS ground state wavefunction. \Ve shall use the function I!JJ)= ± exp Q+IO) with
(1·1)
where Ya:J (rb r,) is the vvavefunction of a Cooper pair and A is a constant for normalization. It was shown in the paperv that the magnitude of the total angular momentum L in the state (1·1) is ~· IUV with 1V being the averaged total number of particles in the system. If the system is homogeneous and has a constant order parameter throughout, we will refer to the angular momentum L as the intrinsic one L 0 • On the other hand Combescot'J rnstulatecl that in the limit L/---'>0 the resultant state should be the normal state which has zero angular momentum and proposed the state function vvhere \l])n) is the normal ground state and the function f~tl (rb r,) consists of the one-particle states outside the normal Fermi sphere while f~#l (r 1 , r 2 ) consists of those inside. In fact the wavefunction (1· 2) gives zero intrinsic angular momentum.
Combescot' s state iff (1· 2), if it can be constructed with one particle states with discrete quantum numbers, is equivalent to the standard BCS state I])Bcs except a phase factor IT~n<EFvn/lvnl: The state I])Bcs can be transformed identically as
where and (1· 2a) with (Pn being the one particle state corresponding to the quantum number n. We have denoted the pairing states by n and n.
On the other hand Brinkman and Cross 10 l doubted equivalence of the Ambegaokar state 1]), (1·1), and I])Bcs (1·1a): If these states were equivalent, the function 9n in I]) should be given by vn/ Um which will give ((J (r1, r 2) = 'L,cpn¢n (r1) ¢,. (r2) not well-defined when some of un's are zero. The singularity of 9n due to the node of the gap L1 is not harmful because of its vanishing measure. The singularity of 9-"n arising from zero gap in the core region of the Fermi sphere in the weakcoupling approximation of BCS may be considered non-existing; as was shovvn by Bogoliubov 14 l in discussing the effect of Coulomb repulsion on superconductivity, the repulsion between the particles near the Fermi surface and the particles in the core region makes up coherence and gives non vanishing Ll, which in its turn keep Un non-vanishing even in the core. Therefore physically (/Jn's are well-defined everywhere and we conclude I]) (1·1) and I])Bcs (1·1a) are equivalent as long as it can be constructed with discrete one particle states. However when we take up general 9 or f'±J the function I]) (1·1) and iff (1· 2) are not necessarily equivalent and there arises a question as to which is physically realized.
Here we prefer the expression (1·1) because we expect a supercurrent pvs at 3 1-Ie-ii 1085 T = 0, which is naturally obtained by displacing all the atoms by an equal momentum mvs without destroying the coherent structure. If we then let Li---'>0 we will get the normal ground state flowing with the velocity V 8 • This flowing state has nothing to do with superfluidity because it does not correspond to a stationary value of energy. Therefore, our state (1-1) will get unstable at a moment when L1 attains a certain critical value dependent on V 8 • Beyond that we have no reason to claim that our state be correct. This argument shows that Combescot's postulate is not physical and need not be obeyed. Besides in order to get an equivalent current structure from (1· 2) one would have to move the normal Fermi core coherently with the Cooper pairs, vvhich coherence will easily be destroyed because it is normal.
Intrinsic Angular Momentum and Jo.ifass Current in Superfiuid
In this paper we discuss the relation between the mass current and the intrinsic angular momentum. According to the microscopic calculations by Wolfle, 3 > Cross•> and Blount, 5 > the supercurrent is given as ( 1· 3) with Cij-Coij-ColJj-The tensor Cis of the form C (T) (l-2Zl) 111 weak coupling approximation and C (T = 0) is equal to l hn. L 0 is Cross' intrinsic angular momentum density which is equal to hns (Tc/ EF) 2 except a numerical factor.*> However, as we shall show in the following, the BCS ground state (1-1) gives another result (1) (2) (3) (4) 111 contrast with the result obtained by Cross and Blount.
Wolfle as well as Cross and Blount made calculation 111 the plane ·wave representation indifferently to (1-1) or (1· 2). It is therefore necessary to scrutinize the coefficients of the gradient terms in the free energy. We should also clarify the physical meaning of the term V X l 111 (1· 3) in comparison with the
The second point we discuss in this paper is the effect of the Bogoliubov excitations on the value of the orbital angular momentum or of the mass current at finite temperatures. It was pointed out by Leggett and Takagi 6 > that one would get L;n ~"l fuV at all temperatures if one extend the state vector (1-1) to excited states. Ho\vever the existence of Bogoliubov excitations will deform the Cooper pair wavefunction so that this is no more the eigenstate l, = 1. We should take clue account of this situation.
*> Since li\'olfle'> and Blount'> calculated j, on the basis of particle-hole symmetry, the third term in (1·3) is missing in their expressions. Moreover, vVolfle's expression is valid in the region T:-:.Tc.
lvf. Ishikawa, K. A1iyahe and T. Usui
We discuss the mass current and the free energy in § 2 and the effect of Bogoliubov excitations in § 3. § 2. Free energy and mass current
We first investigate the structure of the mass current density expected in the inhomogeneous BCS state, Eq. (1·1). vVe reduce this wavefunction (jj to the density matrix for one-body : 7 
Here \Ve have suppressed the spin quantum number and summation over it because we are going to discuss the properties which are independent of the spin. 
R=(r+r
We assume ' X to be real, which makes Jc also be real.
vVe consider here a situation in which the order parameter and the Cooper pair wavefunction vary very little over distances shorter than ~0 , the coherence length. We may then Taylor-expand the integrand in Eq. 
of which the second term is purely imaginary because it can be transformed by utilizing the structure of 9 and 1Jf, Eqs. (2 · 4a), (2 · 4b), as follows:
which clearly shows it is real. Therefore the mass current density (2 · 5), in the case of ABM state, reduces to
Here we have denoted the intrinsic angular momentum density by Lin:
where n (r) is the number density, while p represents the mass density and V 8 , the superfluid velocity. *l The supercurrent density in the ABM state is given in general by Eq. (1· 3) with Cij being an axial symmetric tensor (see (2 ·15) 5 l L 0 is much larger while C =Co= 0. In other words there is no term proportional to /1 X l in the supercurrent density. The situation at finite temperatures would be quite different. However, it seems to be very difficult to do a similar analysis at finite temperatures.
Therefore it is appropriate here to study the structure of the phenomenological expressions for the free energy density and the mass current density. The order parameter of the ABM state which we are concerned with is a bivector d ai (r) and the free energy F is in general, a functional of a gauge invariant d "* (r1) d p (r2). The non-local part of the free energy density F (r), which we shall call gradient part, may be written as which is correct up to second order in the non-locality. Here the kernel 1s a functional of d "* (r) d p (r). If the wavelength of the inhomogeneity is larger than the coherence length ~' we can put Substitution of a series expansion of the non-locality 
The expression (3)' is, as a matter of fact, equivalent to (1) '. De Gennes assumed Fgrad in the temperature region T ~Tc ("GL region") to be given by a sum of the invariants (1), (2) and (3) with coefficients i~> { 2 and {3 respectively, excluding (1)' and (2) '. 81 " 91 However, while we have to take the latter invariants also into account as the coefficients T's and U's are dependent on the coordinate r, we have to take account of the fact that the symmetry of the ABM state, in general, is not the invariance under arbitrary spatial rotations but the invariance under those rotations around the local l-axis. Hence we separate these five expressions into 12 expressions with the axial symmetry. The gradient free energy Fgrad can be written in the following form of a linear combination with coefficients r/ and IC/. The suffix of r and /C indicates the original group (2 ·11) and the superfix represents half of the number of longitudinal-components (parallel to l). we need here two independent r/'s, which we denote J'z 1 and fz'.
Considering also the fact that dai as a spatial vector is perpendicular to l, we get As is seen m (2 ·12), the sum /'1 2 + /'2 2 + /'3 2 makes an independent parameter so that only eight of r/'s are independent.
If divergence terms are neglected, some of the axial invariants derived from 
we have also introduced the abbreviations r ± 0 = (t1° ± r3°) /2. This expression for the current density j, which is derived from the gradient energy (2 ·14) of which the structure has been determined so as to conform to the symmetry of the ABM state, reproduces the various results reported thus far 31~s > if we give appropriate values to r/ and te/.
However, if we assume further that there is distributed intrinsic angular momentum of density L 0 l we get an additional condition to be satisfied by the coefficients. In this case, we shall have a contribution t f7X (L0l) in the current density,13> which, in its turn, will give rise to a term of the form t (f7L0) X l. 
and As the temperature approaches Tc the coefficients should recover spherical symmetry. Therefore we can take r/ = ri and tc/ = tci in the GL region and Eq. relations valid between the coefficients rb r2 and r3· **) § 3. Discussion
In this section we discuss the physical meaning of the term C · (17 X l) in the expression (1· 3) of supercurrent and the change of angular momentum clue to excitations. This we do from the point of view that the internal structure of the pair wavefunction is distorted.
Cross regarded C · (17 X Z) as another term, like Ps · V 5 , due to rotation of the order parameter. 4 J, 12 J In order to see whether this viewpoint is appropriate, let us consider the current due to pair condensate 1Jl (r, r') (3 ·1) A similar procedure to that Hl deriving (2 · 6) enables us to transform this to the following:
where nc (r) represents the particle number density of the pmr condensate:
(3· 3) *l We have calculated the current density in a rotating cylinder with an infinite radius by adding a term -w·L to the Hamiltonian. This infinite radius justifies our assumption that the l vector points everywhere along the cylindrical axis. We do the calculation in the cylindrical wave representation. Identifying Pn as the coefficient of rxw we get a result for p,=p-pn in agreement with Eq. (2 · 21). **l Leggett'l put r,=r,=rs=r on the basis of the superfluid density tensor microscopically calculated, which is not justifiable. We see m Eq. (3 · 2) there exists no term involving f7 X Z. What relation, then, will be between the condensate current jc (r) and the supercurrent js (r)? By analogy to the similar situation in Bose liquid we may suppose that PcVs will become PsVs by renormalization due to depletion. Here the distribution of excitation quanta is anisotropic because of the gap anisotropy, and therefore the superfluid density is endowed with tensor character. What about the second term on r.h.s. of Eq. (3 · 2), then? Such a simple scheme of renormalization as above will be invalid, except for the ground state (1·1), because the internal structure of the Cooper pair wavefunction cp is distorted by excitation.
In order to clarify this situation, we consider the state with one Bogoliubov quantum excited above the ground state (1·1). We should represent this Bogoliubov excitation in terms of single particle states that satisfy the correct boundary condition. Here, however, let us take up the plane wave states for simplicity's sake.*> The state vector is, therefore, given by (3 ·4) where ak + and ck are creation operators of the Bogoliubov quantum and the normal particle, respectively. The pair creation operator Qk + is given by (3 ·5) where the Cooper pau wavefunction ({! in the excited state 1s (3 ·6) In the case of A-phase liquid in a cylinder of infinite radius with its l vector along the cylindrical axis z, the corresponding expression for the wavefunction is (3 • 6) I
Here m 1s the azimuthal quantum number of the Bogoliubov excitation.
We can derive the one-particle reduced density matrix p (r, r') from Eq. (3 · 4) 1n the same way as in the case of the ground state :v, 7 > (3 ·7) where *> When we discuss the total angular momentum of the system it is mandatory to take account of the boundary condition at the container walL In the following discussion, however, the boundary condition has no critical effect.
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= (j5 (r, r') -S d 3 r"(j5 (r", r') p (r", r) .
The first term on r.h.s. of Eq. (3 · 7) originates in the Bogoliubov excitation and will take part in the normal fluid, while the superfluid part is included in the second term. The integral in the second term is a gauge-invariant symmetric tensor which does not involve any derivative with respect to the center of gravity. Therefore it must be expressed in terms of d and l, hence it must be of the form cdJij + (3lJi with a and (3 independent of d and Z. However this expression IS even under time reversal. This shows that this term makes no contribution to the current density js which is odd with respect to time reversal.
The last term can be written as 1/2 · P X Ls, with
Adding up all the contributions we finally have is=Ps·vs+C· (Pxl) +_lfi'XLs.
(3 ·11) (3 ·12)
From the discussion above we conclude that the term C · (P X l) in the expression (1· 3) of the supercurrent originates in the distortion of the Cooper pair wavefunction due to Bogoliubov excitations. Therefore the only superfluid state that can be visualized in terms of the "quasi-molecular" picture is the "ground state" represented by Eq. (1·1). In fact vvhen use is made of the expression (1·1) we only obtain the term 1/2 · P X (1/2 · hnl) through a simple renormalization of 1/2 · P X (1/2 · hncl) by the depletion and never such a term C · (P X Z). At finite temperatures we have the term C · (P X Z) as well as 1/2 · P X Lin·
The expression (3 ·11) is evidently a natural generalization of Eq. (2 · 7) and, therefore, can be identified with the intrinsic angular momentum density. Assuming uniform !-vectors one should be able to calculate the total angular momentum at finite temperatures. However the straightforward calculation would be certainly not so simple as in the ground state.
